Many psychological experiments require participants to complete lots of trials in a monotonous task, which often induces boredom. An increasingly popular approach to alleviate such boredom is to incorporate game-like features into standard experimental tasks. Games are assumed to be interesting, and hence motivating, and better motivated participants might produce better data (with fewer lapses in attention -and greater accuracy). Despite its apparent prevalence, the assumption that game-like features improve data is almost completely untested. We test this assumption, by presenting a choice task and a change detection task in both game-like and standard forms. Response latency, accuracy and overall task performance were unchanged by game-like features in both experiments. We present a novel cognitive model for the choice task, based on particle filtering, to de-correlate the dependent variables and measure performance in a more psychologically meaningful manner. The model-based analyses are consistent with the hypothesis that game-like features did not alter cognition. A post-experimental questionnaire indicated that the game-like version provided a more positive and enjoyable experience for participants than the standard task, even though this subjective experience did not translate into data effects. Although our results hold only for the two experiments examined, the game-like features we incorporated in both tasks were typical of -and at least as salient and interesting as those usually used by -experimental psychologists. Our results suggest that modifying an experiment to include game-like features, while leaving the basic task unchanged, may not improve the quality of the data collected, but it may provide participants with a better experimental experience.
Introduction
The potential for computer games in various streams of psychological research is substantial. In applied contexts, computer games and simulations have been used to promote learning in such varied areas as the military, business, health care and aviation (for reviews see Salas & Cannon-Bowers, 2001; Wilson et al., 2009) . Computer games have also been increasingly utilized to explore human performance in the laboratory. In particular, games and tasks incorporating the visual, auditory and/or game play aspects of computer games (i.e., game-like features) present ways of complementing standard methodological approaches in experimental psychology.
Psychology experiments often require participants to complete many trials in a monotonous task. Such boredom might reduce the engagement of participants, leading to poorer task performance and perhaps also more variable data (assuming that the effects of boredom are different for different participants, or at different times throughout the experiment). Since many people find computer games engaging and motivating (Wood, Griffiths, Chappell, & Davies, 2004) , it might be possible to improve participants' engagement in an experiment by incorporating some game-like features. Recent decades have seen this approach taken in many areas of psychology, and using many different game-like features. In some cases, the game-like features are essential elements of the central task of the participant. For example, testing children requires special consideration, and experimental tasks must be specially designed to suit younger minds, most often by having them play games. There are many quite sophisticated examples of game-like experiments for children, including "Dragon Master" (Metcalfe, Kornell, & Finn, 2009 ); "Frog Game" (Dunbar, Hill, & Lewis, 2001) ; and spaceships (Spencer & Hund, 2002 , 2003 ; for more examples see Berger, Jones, Rothbart, & Posner, 2000; Droit-Volet, Tourret, & Wearden, 2004; Kujala, Richardson, & Lyytinen, 2010; Ploog, Banerjee, & Brooks, 2009; Stevenson, Sundqvist, & Mahmut, 2007; Yildirim, Narayanan, & Potamianos, 2011) . Other researchers working with children have simply presented an unaltered experimental task to the child as if it were a game. For example, "We are going to play a game now. Would you like to play a game?" (e.g., see Andrews & Halford, 2002; Carneiro, Fernandez, & Dias, 2009; Hanauer & Brooks, 2003; Price & Connolly, 2006; Raijmakers, Dolan, & Molenaar, 2001; Thibaut, French, & Vezneva, 2010; Toppino, Fearnow-Kenney, Kiepert, & Teremula, 2009; Yuzawa, 2001) .
Another situation in which the game is fundamental is when existing video games (such as Tetris and Madden) are used to explore cognition (Hansberger, Schunn, & Holt, 2006; Kirsh & Maglio, 1994; Maglio, Wenger, & Copeland, 2008) . Some researchers extend this approach by using the development engines of various games to create game-like environments for the exploration of spatial cognition and social behavior (Alloway, Corley, & Ramscar, 2006; Drury et al., 2009; Frey, Hartig, Ketzel, Zinkernagel, & Moosbrugger, 2007; Gunzelmann & Anderson, 2006; Hutcheson & Wedell, 2009; Radvansky & Copeland, 2006) . This type of experiment is less common in cognitive psychology than other game-like experiments. A much more popular way of using game-like features in cognitive psychology experiments is to modify an experiment's appearance without changing the fundamental properties of the stimuli or the experimental design and procedure. Colors, animations, and sound effects may be added to the standard display. Game-like features can also be introduced through the creation of a back story and a performance-based points system.
We refer to the introduction of cosmetic modifications, which do not change the fundamental stimuli, design, or procedure, as "gaming-up" an experiment. One assumption made when gaming-up an experiment is that the game-like additions improve the participants' experience. This assumption is uncontroversial, because game-like features are almost certainly more interesting and fun than the plain features of standard experiments. A less certain, and often implicit, assumption about participants' underlying cognitions is that the improved experience of participants will manifest as greater engagement with the task and better motivation. In turn, it is assumed that this greater engagement and motivation will manifest in the data as improved performance or perhaps reduced between-subject variability that may arise due to variable boredom or motivation between subjects. While this assumption appears to be endorsed (at least implicitly) amongst experimental psychologists, conventional wisdom in computer game design suggests the opposite. One maxim of computer game design is that the fundamental repeated task determines enjoyment level, not the superficial game-like features (e.g., Schonfeld, 2010) : if the underlying task is not interesting and engaging, as in the majority of psychological experiments, then no amount of game-like features can improve performance. We investigate these two competing notions by examining whether game-like features increase the engagement and motivation of participants, and therefore improve performance on experimental psychology tasks.
Gaming-Up Experiments
Gaming-up experiments has become popular in almost all areas of experimental psychology. We briefly review some examples to give an idea of how prevalent this practice is, and also to illustrate the typical kinds of game-like features that are introduced. A particularly common application of game-like features has been in learning experiments. For instance, participants learn to navigate through a three-dimensional space while interacting with "characters" later used for identification tests (Wade & Holt, 2005) . Arcediano, Ortega, and Matute (1996) developed the "Martians" game to explore classical conditioning using martians and explosions as stimuli (see also Baeyens et al., 2005; Blanco, Matute, & Vadillo, 2010; Franssen, Clarysse, Beckers, van Vooren, & Baeyens, 2010) . Game-like tasks have been used to study instrumental learning with stimuli presented as balloons that must be shot from the sky (Krageloh, Zapanta, Shepherd, & Landon, 2010) , minefields to be navigated (Baker, Mercier, Vallee-Tourangeau, Frank, & Pan, 1993) , or a host of similar examples (Lie, Harper, & Hunt, 2009; Molet, Jozefowiez, & Miller, 2010; Paredes-Olay, Abad, Gamez, & Rosas, 2002; Stokes & Balsam, 2001; Stokes & Harrison, 2002) . Discrimination and generalization learning have been presented as melodies which participants must classify as belonging to different composers (Artigas, Chamizo, & Peris, 2001) , or as torpedoes to be launched at certain flying objects but not others (Nelson & Sanjuan, 2008; Nelson, Sanjuan, Vadillo-Ruiz, & Perez, 2011) . The game approach has also been extended to spatial learning, such as remembering the location of a previously displayed spaceship (Spencer & Hund, 2002) , and the popular approach of creating a three-dimensional town where partici-pants play the role of a taxi driver and must learn landmark, spatial and temporal relations that are later tested for recall (Newman et al., 2007) , sometimes with neurophysiological recordings (Ekstrom & Bookheimer, 2007; Weidemann, Mollison, & Kahana, 2009) .
Causal reasoning and categorization experiments have also been gamed-up. For instance, explicit categorization tasks can be presented as "diagnoses" (Castro & Wasserman, 2007; Wasserman & Castro, 2005) , and implicit categorization tasks can be presented as the detection of "secret code words" embedded in artificial grammars (Sallas, Mathews, Lane, & Sun, 2007) . Causal reasoning has been presented as a scientist uncovering the workings of a "black box" with light rays and atoms (Johnson & Krems, 2001) , or using electrical circuits (Johnson & Mayer, 2010) , or many other back stories (Dixon & Banghert, 2004; Dixon & Dohn, 2003; Ozubko & Joordens, 2008; Stephen, Boncoddo, Magnuson, & Dixon, 2009) . The detection and prediction of change has been investigated in a "tomato processing factory" (Brown & Steyvers, 2009 ). Experiments investigating meta-cognition and executive function have been variously presented to participants as driving simulations, or spaceship wars (Finke, Lenhardt, & Ritter, 2009; Lien, Ruthruff, Remington, & Johnston, 2005; Mather, Gorlick, & Lighthall, 2009) . Minimally gamed-up experiments in the same vein have used performance based points systems (e.g., Buchner, Mehl, Rothermund, & Wentura, 2006; van der Linden & Eling, 2006) , and simple game-like reward structures have been utilized in studies of comparative psychology (e.g., Artigas et al., 2001; Washburn & Gulledge, 1995) . Social psychologists have also gamed-up their experiments, for example to study ostracism (Williams & Jarvis, 2006) , conflict and cooperation strategies (Aidman & Shmelyov, 2002) , attitude generalization (Fazio, Eiser, & Shook, 2004) , and even alcohol consumption during drinking games (such as "beer pong"; Correia & Cameron, 2010) .
The longest running approach to using games in psychological experimentation has been the application of arcade style games to assess skill acquisition, usually by having the participant pilot a spaceship (McPherson & Burns, 2007 , shoot alien spaceships (Williams, Nesbitt, Eidels, & Elliott, 2011) , or control space weapons (Jackson, Vernon, & Jackson, 1993; Salthouse & Prill, 1983; Talvitie & Singh, 2009 ). The longest running game specifically designed for experimental psychology research has been "Space Fortress" . Space Fortress includes many game-like qualities including sound effects, visual explosions, and a performance-contingent points system. Many studies have utilized Space Fortress, for example to study IQ (Rabbitt, Banerji, & Szymanski, 1989) ; skill acquisition (Arthur et al., 1995; Logie, Baddeley, Mane, Donchin, & Sheptak, 1989) ; and different training schedules and methods (Day, Arthur, & Shebilske, 1997; Fabiani, Buckley, Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1989; Mane, Adams, & Donchin, 1989; Shebilske, Goettl, Corrington, & Day, 1999) .
Does it Help?
Although it is not usually stated explicitly, one goal of including game-like features in an otherwise standard experiment is to improve data quality by increasing participant motivation. We could find very little research testing this assumption, and the one study we did find provided equivocal results: Washburn (2003) demonstrated that providing a back story to an otherwise standard task resulted in poorer accuracy, but faster response times.
Experiment 1
We aimed to directly test the assumption that game-like features can improve data quality by randomly assigning participants to either a game-like or standard version of a simple cognitive experiment. Our task required participants to make judgments about a number of choice alternatives (displayed as squares) that dynamically collected dots over the course of a trial. In each trial, one square would accumulate dots slightly faster than the remaining squares, and the participants' goal was to select this target square as quickly and accurately as possible (a demonstration version of the standard task can be viewed online, at http://psych.newcastle.edu.au/~sdb231/buckets/vanillaR.html). To ensure that our game-like condition had the best chance of improving data quality relative to the standard condition, we included all of the game-like elements that have been standardly incorporated in the experiments reviewed above: a detailed back story; animations related to stimulus presentation and also response feedback; audio feedback on responses; and a points-based scoring system.
Method
Participants Two-hundred first-year psychology students from the University of Newcastle participated online for course credit. Participants were randomly allocated to the game-like or non-game version of the experiment. The game-like and non-game versions of the task were statistically identical, with the only difference being the "gamed-up" appearance of the game-like task.
Properties Common to Game-Like and Non-Game Versions of the Task
In both tasks, decision latency and accuracy were measured as functions of the number of choice alternatives present in a display, which we denote with K. Each decision trial began with K empty squares randomly placed into 20 locations on a 4 × 5 grid, with each square measuring 100 pixels × 100 pixels (plus a 2-pixel border). A difficulty factor was introduced to the design where participants were randomly allocated into one of three levels defined by the number of squares displayed on any trial: an Easy condition, where the number of squares displayed on any trial was randomly chosen from K ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}; a Medium condition, where the number of squares displayed on any trial was randomly chosen from K ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18} ; and a Hard condition, where the number of squares displayed on any trial was randomly chosen from K ∈ {10, 12, 14, 16, 18}. The difficulty factor was designed to examine behavior across a greater range of experimental conditions, and hence give the game-like features the best chance of improving data, without interfering with the critical game-like versus non-game comparison. The three difficulty levels were crossed with the game version factor to create a 2 (game version: game-like vs. non-game) × 3 (difficulty level: Easy vs. Medium vs. Hard) between-subjects factorial design.
Over the course of a trial each square dynamically accumulated small "dots". One square (chosen at random on each trial) accumulated dots slightly more rapidly than all the others, and it was the participant's task to identify this "target" square from "distractor" squares. During each trial, time proceeded in discrete steps of 15 events per second. On each step, each square either accumulated a new dot or not. The chance of each square accumulating a new dot was independent of all the other squares at .4, except the "target" square which had a higher probability than all the others, at .5. This means, on average, the target square accumulated 7.5 dots per second while distractor squares each collected an average of 6 dots every second. The left panel of Figure 1 shows an example of a trial with six choice alternatives in the non-game condition. Squares began with a completely white background (unfilled) and each time a new dot was accumulated, a 2 × 2 pixel area within the square changed to a dark blue color. The position of the new dot was chosen randomly from the remaining unfilled area of the square. Participants were free to sample information from the environment until they felt confident with their decision. Non-game participants were simply informed that they should aim to identify the target as quickly and accurately as possible, but if they responded too early they may incorrectly select a distractor square that had by chance accumulated the most dots thus far in the trial.
After the participant chose a target square, a very fast animation illustrated many more time steps very quickly. This provided feedback on whether the participant's choice was the true target (which always ended up accumulating more dots than the other squares) or not. When the target square was correctly identified, its border was turned green. If an incorrect selection was made, the incorrect square's border was turned red and the true target square's border was turned green.
Properties Specific to the Game-Like Version of the Task
The game-like task operated on the same principles as the non-game task except with a more interesting "gamed-up" facade. We tried to make the game-like features of this task at least as salient and interesting as those included in the experiments reviewed above, to maximize any game-driven effects in the data. The game-like features did not influence the physical properties of the stimulus display, with stimuli appearing on screen in the same color, size, shape and location as the non-game task.
The non-game task began with a single, plain text instruction screen. In contrast, although the game-like task instructions conveyed the same message as the non-game, this information was displayed through a detailed series of screens to create a game-like environment (a demonstration version of the game-like task can be viewed online, at http://psych.newcastle.edu.au/~sdb231/buckets/emf.html).
At the beginning of the game-like task participants were introduced to "EMFants: Last Light", a simple game set in a space environment. Participants were provided with a back story describing the EMFants species, which eat all forms of electromagnetic radiation (ElectroMagnetic Feeding ants, i.e., EMFants), that have escaped from a twin universe. EMFants have been detected in numerous galaxies and must be stopped before they rapidly spread to all known galaxies.
Participants viewed a mission brief instructing that they were commander of "DarkStealth-6", a spaceship with a "shadow-scope" to detect alien EMFants, "blue-ray" armament to destroy EMFant colonies and "time-hop" propulsion. Various aspects of standard experimental tasks were augmented to be more akin to a game. For example, when beginning a new block of trials participants were required to manually engage Dark-Stealth-6's time-hop capabilities to navigate from one galaxy to another, initiating a short animation and sound effect. Observing the standard evidence accumulation of the non-game task was also made more interesting in the game-like task. Participants were told they used their shadow-scope to detect EMFant colonies (i.e., squares, the choice alternatives). The EMFant colony growing at the fastest rate indicated the home of the EMFant queen (the target square; see Figure 1 for comparison of the non-game and game-like displays during a trial). By clicking a target participants fired their blue-ray, described as an intense pulse of long-wavelength radiation, to destroy the EMFant colony. When a square was selected the entire display quickly flashed blue as the blue-ray fired, followed by an outline of green (for a correct answer) or red (for an incorrect answer) on the selected EMFant colony. A correct answer was accompanied by a sound of a cheering crowd. An incorrect answer produced a disappointed "urrrgghh" sound. Importantly, the statistical properties and the physical appearance of the stimuli were identical in the game-like and non-game conditions.
The goal of the game was identified as locating and destroying EMFants. Participants were informed that speed was essential to prevent EMFants spreading to other galaxies. Participants were also instructed that accuracy was essential, since they only had one chance in each mission to fire the blue-ray, and if they did not destroy the colony of the queen the EMFants would multiply and invade other galaxies.
Trials in the game-like task took longer than non-game trials due to untimed events such as charging the blue-ray, post-shot animations, sound effects, and so on. Accordingly, to match total experiment time, participants in the game-like conditions completed fewer trials: 140 (game) vs. 180 (non) in the Easy condition; 126 vs. 162 in the Medium condition; and 100 vs. 140 in the Hard condition. Each K appeared equally often in each block for all conditions.
Results
Due to the different number of total trials across the six conditions, each K was completed a different number of times by each group. To balance trials per K between conditions, only the first 14 trials per K for each participant were analyzed 1 . Data from participants with less than 33% correct responses or whose computers displayed fewer than an average of 13 time steps per second were excluded, leaving data from 80 game-like and 86 non-game participants for analysis. The proportion of participants excluded from analysis due to low accuracy rates did not differ between game-like and non-game conditions, χ 2
(1) = 0.08, p = .77. Remaining data were screened for outlying trials with responses faster than 1 second, slower than 150 seconds, or individual trials where the host computer displayed fewer than 13 time steps per second removed from analysis, resulting in the exclusion of data from 369 trials (2.46% of total trials).
The upper panel of Figure 2 shows mean response time for the non-game and gamelike conditions represented as a function of difficulty level. As expected, a 2 (game version: game-like vs. non-game) × 3 (difficulty level: Easy vs. Medium vs. Hard) between-subjects analysis of variance indicated a highly significant main effect of difficulty level on response latency, F (2, 160) = 17.04, p < .001, where the fastest responses were provided by the Easy groups followed by the Medium and then Hard conditions. Of key interest however, there was no main effect of game version or interaction between difficulty level and game version on response time, p = .98 and p = .28, respectively.
The lower panel of Figure 2 displays mean accuracy for non-game and game-like conditions as a function of difficulty level. Unlike the response time data, there was no significant main effect of difficulty level on accuracy, p = .16, and neither the game version or the interaction between difficulty level and game version effects were statistically reliable, p = .56 and p = .49, respectively.
Do Game-Like Features Have Any Effect on Data?
Our analyses identified no significant differences between game-like and standard versions of the experiment, but this does not imply that data from the two conditions were identically distributed. That is, the tests reported above do not confirm the null hypothesis because they do not differentiate between null effects and low statistical power. We addressed this problem using the Bayesian t-test developed by Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, and Iverson (2009). Rouder et al.'s method estimates a Bayes Factor for the comparison of the null hypothesis and a well-specified alternative. We conducted two-sample Bayesian t-tests, assuming the uninformative JZS prior 2 , to compare the game-like and non-game conditions within each difficulty level, for both mean response time and accuracy data. Table 2 shows the Bayes Factors from each test, where values greater than one indicate support for the null hypothesis, and following the conventions described in Table 1 . In all comparisons, the direction of support was in favor of the null hypothesis. Although the evidence did not always strongly favor the null, there is no evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis, that is, that game-like features alter measurable aspects of performance.
Stronger evidence for the null is obtained when considering a combined Bayes Factor. There are numerous possible approaches to aggregate Bayes Factors across conditions or experiments. For example, one could take the product of independent Bayes Factors, but this method does not respect the resolution of the data (i.e., the fact that there is increasing sample size with increasing number of conditions. For more detail, see Rouder & Morey, 2011) . Instead, we use the Bayesian meta-analysis approach of Rouder and Morey, conducted separately on response time and accuracy data. This analysis assumes that each comparison (e.g., game-like Easy condition vs. non-game Easy condition), and the samples from participants on which they are comprised, are independent, which was true in our design. These meta-analytic Bayes Factors indicated strong evidence in favor of the null hypothesis (no effect of game-like features) for both response time and accuracy. 
Null hypothesis (H 0 ) Strength of evidence Alternative hypothesis (H
Decisive BF < .01 Our analyses of Experiment 1 data indicate that adding game-like features to an experimental task does not alter performance to a measurably noticeable level, even across a range of difficulty settings. However, the previous analyses assumed that response time and accuracy are independent, which is almost never true in data. For instance, the absence of a main effect of difficulty level on accuracy illustrates a common pitfall in analyzing accuracy and response time data separately, since one would expect harder difficulty levels to produce higher error rates. To maintain an acceptable accuracy rate, participants instead made increasingly slower responses as difficulty level increased (which manifested as a main effect of difficulty on choice latency). Indeed, the correlation between response time and accuracy was very strong for all difficulty levels, all r's > .8. The dependence of response time and accuracy is clear in scatterplots shown in the left column of Figure 3 . The three scatterplots show individual participant mean response time and accuracy, in each of the Easy, Medium and Hard groups. In each scatterplot the shape of the response time-accuracy relationship is typical of the speed-accuracy tradeoff common in choice experiments. Some people make fast and error prone responses, seen in the lower left regions of the plots in Figure 3 , and others make slow and careful decisions, as in the upper right of each panel.
The strong correlation between accuracy and response time weakens the results described above, because our finding of a null result in one measure (say, response time) makes it almost unnecessary to even check the other measure (accuracy), because a corresponding finding is almost certain to be observed. To de-correlate response time and accuracy we apply a process model based on particle filtering to the data. Particle filters are sequential Monte Carlo methods that approximate Bayesian posterior distributions without some of the computational difficulties that burden other integration methods (see, e.g., Doucet, de Freitas, & Gordon, 2001) . Particle filters provide useful frameworks for describing cognition, particularly in tasks where evidence accumulates over time -as is assumed in almost all decision-making paradigms. The distributions of particles can approximate posterior distributions arbitrarily closely, if there are sufficiently many particles, but also quite poorly, if there are few particles: it is this property that allows the models to smoothly move between statistically optimal behavior and flawed, human-like behavior. Models based on particle filtering have been applied to problems including categorization (Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2006) ; language comprehension (Levy, Reali, & Griffiths, 2009 ); change detection (Brown & Steyvers, 2009 ); multiple object tracking (Vul, Frank, Alvarez, & Tenenbaum, 2010) ; determining reward rate payoffs (Yi, Steyvers, & Lee, 2009) ; and animal learning (Daw & Courville, 2008; Gershman, Blei, & Niv, 2010) . We focus here on the output of the particle filter and its psychological implications. For a full explanation of the model and general goodness-of-fit to data see the Appendix.
The particle filter we implemented has two simple and psychologically plausible parameters: number of particles (P ) and decision criterion (c). A low or high decision criterion captures the way some people were risky in their choices while others were more cautious. The number of particles can be interpreted as a limit in cognitive resources, where some individuals have a greater task capacity than others. We interpret the number of particles here as an indicator of a participant's ability (and perhaps their effort). To determine whether task effort or decision riskiness was differentially influenced by game version we used individual participant mean response time and accuracy data to estimate the parameters of the particle filter model separately for each person. This was accomplished by a grid search that effectively transformed each participant's mean accuracy and response time into estimates of the parameters P and c. This transformation was one-to-one: any given accuracy and mean response time pair could be predicted by only one parameter pair. These parameter estimates provided a good fit to mean response time and accuracy data, shown as gray crosses in Figure 2 , and to the full distribution of response times, shown in Figure A2 of the Appendix.
The right column of Figure 3 re-draws the scatterplots in terms of parameter estimates (P and c) rather than raw data means (response time and accuracy). The parameter estimates confirm that the addition of game-like features did not alter the latent variables; the amount of effort applied to the task or the level of riskiness adopted in making the noisy judgments. Comparison of the left and right columns in Figure 3 also confirms that the model-based analysis was successful in de-correlating response latency and accuracy measures. For the Medium and Hard difficulty levels there was no longer any statistically reliable correlation between the number of particles and decision criterion, both p > .05. There was a significant correlation between particle filter parameter estimates in the Easy Figure 3 . Scatterplots of individual participant data from Experiment 1 (left column) and particle filter parameter estimates (right column) for the Easy, Medium and Hard conditions (upper, middle and lower rows, respectively). The left column shows faster responses were generally less accurate in all conditions for game and non-game participants (filled and unfilled symbols, respectively). A particle filter modeled the data by varying decision criterion and the number of particles, P = 200 and P = 2, 500, provided to the model (lower and upper gray lines, respectively, in all plots). The right column shows individual participant parameter estimates for the number of particles and decision criterion, which did not reliably vary across game version or difficulty level. condition, p < .01, however this was much weaker than the correlation coefficient observed between response time and accuracy for this group (see Figure 3) .
With the de-correlated parameter estimates, we conducted a 2 (game version: gamelike vs. non-game) × 3 (difficulty level: Easy vs. Medium vs. Hard) between-subjects analysis of variance separately on the number of particles and decision criterion (log-and inverse-normal-transformed, respectively, to correct for non-normality). There were no reliable effects of game version or difficulty level on the number of particles, all p's > .05. The only significant effect was that of difficulty level on decision criterion, F (2, 160) = 5.31, p < .01, where the Medium difficulty condition demonstrated a lower mean decision criterion than the Easy and Hard groups. Bayes Factor comparisons confirmed that the game-like features had no effect on the latent variables (shown in Table 3 ). When combined across difficulty levels (Rouder & Morey, 2011) , there was once again strong evidence in favor of the null hypotheses, that both the number of particles and the decision criterion were unaffected by the addition of game-like features to the task. 
Experiment 2
In Experiment 1 we found no evidence that game-like features had any effect on the raw dependent measures or the latent variables predicted by the particle filter. We aimed to replicate the findings of Experiment 1 in a separate cognitive task in Experiment 2. We required participants to detect changes in an underlying data generating process based on noisy outputs. In each block there were two choice alternatives, and at each trial an object would independently appear for these alternatives according to a pre-specified underlying probability (unknown to participant). The probabilities were specified such that no alternative "paid out" objects more often on average across the experiment, but during most points throughout the task one alternative paid out objects more often on average than the other. The pre-specified probabilities switched at a random point once in each block. The participants task was to accurately track changes in the underlying probability, based on the observed object payouts, to succeed in the task.
As in Experiment 1, we aimed to ensure that the game-like condition had the best chance of improving data quality relative to the non-game condition by including all of the game-like elements traditionally invoked in game-like tasks: colorful displays, animations related to stimulus presentation and response feedback, a detailed back story, and a pointsbased scoring system shown to participants at all times. In contrast to Experiment 1, where we failed to query subjective experiences, in Experiment 2 we surveyed participant experiences of the game-like and non-game versions of the task. It could be that participants completing the game-like version have a more enjoyable experience of the experiment than those in the non-game task, even if game-like features produce no measurable change to response data.
Method Participants
One-hundred and twenty seven first-year psychology students from the University of Newcastle participated either in the laboratory (N = 31) or online (N = 96) for course credit. Participants were randomly allocated to the game-like or non-game version of the task. As in Experiment 1, the game-like and non-game versions of the task were statistically identical, with the only difference being the "gamed-up" appearance of the game-like task. At the conclusion of Experiment 2 participants completed a brief questionnaire regarding their experiences in the experiment.
Properties Common to Game-Like and Non-Game Versions of the Task
In this section we describe the change detection task as it appeared to participants in the non-game condition and in the following section we describe the game-like features we implemented to "game-up" the task. The task involved making repeated binary decisions about noisy outputs based on unknown (to the participant) payoff distributions. The payoff distributions across the two alternatives changed throughout the experiment. To perform well the participant must detect the changes in the underlying payoff distributions based on changes in the observed payouts and adjust their behavior accordingly. By appropriately adjusting their behavior to observed changes in payoffs, the participant can optimize their performance in the task.
At the beginning of the task participants were introduced to the "Spots Experiment" where they were given the objective of finding spotted squares. A demonstration version of the standard task can be viewed online, at http://psych.newcastle.edu.au/~sdb231/ changeDet/nongame/nongame.html. A brief set of plain text instructions explained that a sequence of spotted and plain squares would move down two rows (described as the left and right rows), from the top of the screen to the bottom. Spotted squares could only be collected when they reached a collection square at the bottom of each of the left and right rows. On each trial the sequence of spotted and plain squares would move down one position in its respective row. When a spotted square hit the collection square it remained there until the participant collected it. Each collection square could only hold one spotted square at a time. Therefore, if a second spotted square passed onto an already occupied collection square, the participant was unable to collect the second spotted square. Participants were instructed that they could choose only one collection square on each trial; the left or right. A response for the left collection square was made by pressing the "Z" key and for the right collection square by pressing the "/" (i.e., question mark) key. If the response collected a spotted square a green tick was displayed. If the response missed a spotted square (i.e., was a plain square) a red cross was shown. The green tick and red cross were each shown for 250ms.
An example screenshot of the non-game task is shown in the left panel of Figure 4 . All squares were 100 pixels (wide) × 80 pixels (tall). The plain squares were completely white except for a 4 pixel black border. The spotted squares contained approximately 48 circular black spots, each 37 pixels in size, evenly spread out on a white background with 4 pixel black border. The left and right rows were comprised of a collection square at the base and five squares placed on top (vertically) of the collection square. The left and right rows were separated by a vertically oriented plain colored middle section (78 × 480 pixels). Therefore, with the left and right rows, and middle section, the test display was 278 × 480 pixels. The overall experiment window was 620 × 560 pixels. Below each of the left and right collection squares were text boxes that stated the response keys for each row at all times: 'Left row (press "Z")'; 'Right row (press "/")'. Progress information was displayed to the right of the test window at all times. This information indicated progress through the experiment (current block of total blocks) and instructions for the current stage of the experiment. There were three experiment stages: visible and hidden portions of the practice blocks, and test blocks. Participants completed 36 test blocks and 2 practice blocks. The first 20 (of 40) trials in the practice blocks were described as the 'visible portion' of the block. In this visible phase the participant could observe the sequence of spotted and plain squares moving down the left and right rows, demonstrating to the participant that whether a spotted square appeared or not on a particular trial was relatively unpredictable, but at any given time one row tended to have more spotted squares than the other. On each practice trial in the visible phase the participant was shown the outcome of the collection square (spotted or plain square) for both the chosen and foregone alternative. The left panel of Figure 4 shows an example of the visible portion of the practice blocks.
In the second half of each practice block the sequence of spotted and plain squares was "hidden" from the participant. All squares including the collection square (and the middle section) were instead displayed in gray (but still with a black border) and on each trial the participant was only shown the outcome of the chosen collection square (i.e., they were not shown the outcome of the foregone alternative). All data from practice trials were discarded from analyses. The test phase of the experiment appeared the same as the "hidden phase" of the practice blocks, but without an initial "visible phase", for the 36 test blocks of 60 trials each. There was one change point in each block of the experiment. The trial of the change point was randomly sampled from an exponential distribution (M = 10), constrained not to fall within the first or last 10 trials of the block. That is, the change point would occur between the 11 th and 50 th trials in the test blocks (between 11 th and 30 th trials in the practice blocks). When a change point occurred the underlying probabilities for the left and right rows were randomly re-sampled, subject to the constraint that the probability ratios must change (i.e., not re-sample the current probability ratio, which would produce no apparent change to the participant). We used three probability ratios throughout the experiment, given as the probability that a spotted square would appear in the left vs. right row on any trial: .5 vs .5 (both rows provide equal average payoff); .75 vs .25 (left row pays off approximately three times as often as the right row); and .25 vs .75. (right row pays off approximately three times as often as the left row). There was continuity across blocks such that the probability ratio at the end of one block was the same ratio that began the following block.
Participants were instructed that spotted squares would come down the left and right rows in batches, and that sometimes more spotted squares would appear in the left row, and at other times more spotted squares would appear in the right row. They were told that within each block, one row may have more spotted squares appear at the beginning of the block and less spotted squares by the end of the block. In order to collect the most spotted squares, participants were reminded that the spotted squares may change which row they travel down (but participants were never explicitly instructed that there would be a change point in each block).
Our primary dependent measures on each trial were whether a spotted square was collected and the latency to make a response (msec.). We recorded a cumulative count of the number of spotted squares collected throughout the task, but at no point was the participant made aware of their cumulative total. Participants who achieved the best scores (greatest number of collected spotted squares) were those who accurately tracked changes in the underlying data generating process. That is, people who were aware of changes in the observed payoffs of spotted squares changed their response patterns accordingly so as to collect the maximal number of spotted squares.
Properties Specific to the Game-Like Version of the Task
As in Experiment 1, the game-like task operated on the same principles as the non-game task except for the "gamed-up" facade, and did not alter any of the physical properties of the stimulus display (e.g., size, shape, location). We again attempted to include many 'standard' game-like features typically incorporated in game-like tasks to give the game-like version the best chance of affecting participant engagement and motivation, and consequently observable performance. A demonstration version of the game-like task can be viewed online, at http://psych.newcastle.edu.au/~sdb231/changeDet/game/ ghostGame.html.
The game-like version of the task required participants to trap ghosts that were on the loose in an abandoned warehouse as efficiently as possible. At the beginning of the task participants were introduced to the "Ghost Trap Experiment" (the name "Ghostbusters" seemed apt, but we refrained for fear of copyright infringement). The task instructions described the same underlying task as the non-game version, except did so with a detailed back story and animations that explained how the task worked.
Ghosts traveled through two rows of rooms set across a hallway (i.e., the left and right rows, the middle section). Ghost traps were set up in the two rooms at the end of the hallway (i.e., collection squares). Participants were told that when a ghost entered a room with an empty trap, the ghost would be caught. Each ghost trap could hold only one ghost at a time, so if a second ghost entered a room with a full trap, the ghost would pass through without capture. The capture (and evading capture) processes were illustrated with a short animation of the capture process which we expected would aid understanding of the task. Participants were instructed that they could check a room containing a full trap to collect the ghost (as in the non-game task: left trap, "Z" key; right trap "/" key). Unlike the non-game task, participants were given explicit instruction about the points based scoring system, and told that they would receive one point for every ghost caught. The current score was displayed at all times on the right side of the experiment display in the form: "You've caught # ghosts!", where # was the cumulative score across the experiment up to the current trial (see right panel of Figure 4 ). At the end of each block a reminder of the number of ghosts caught was also displayed. Participants were instructed that they could only check one ghost trap at a time, and thus to change which side of the hallway they observe wisely.
The game-like version also contained three experiment phases of the same length and type as the non-game task: 'visible' and 'hidden' practice trials, and test blocks. In the visible practice trials the hallway and rooms were lit so ghosts could be seen moving down the hallway. During the visible phase there were animations on each trial showing the process by which ghosts could become stuck in empty traps, how ghosts could be retrieved and captured from a full trap, and how ghosts that approach a currently full trap would freely pass through the capture room (animations on each trial took approximately half a second). In this phase the animations showed the outcome for both chosen and foregone alternatives, demonstrating how the task functioned. The hidden practice trials and test blocks no longer showed the hallways or lit the trap rooms due to a "power outage". On each trial participants only observed the outcome of the chosen trap room (left or right; i.e., they were not shown the status of the unchosen trap room).
As with the non-game task, participants were instructed that ghosts would move down the left and right hallways in batches: sometimes more ghosts would be in left hallway and at other times more ghosts would appear in the right hallway; and that within each block one row may have more ghosts appear at the beginning than at the end of the block. Importantly, the game-like version of the task had a far more consistent 'story' than the non-game version: there were ghosts wandering an abandoned building (why objects moved down the left and right rows); traps could only hold one ghost at a time, so a second ghost could not be caught if a trap was currently occupied (why a collection square could only hold one object at a time); and there was a power outage (why there were visible and hidden phases). We believed that these back-story elements would aid understanding of the task and increase participant engagement.
Questionnaire
We administered an eleven-item questionnaire about subjective experiences in the experiment at the conclusion of the task. The questions generally related to understanding of the task, effort applied, task interest, motivation, enjoyment and boredom, shown in Table 4 . Each question was rated on a 7-point Likert scale with eight of the eleven items worded positively and three negatively. We calculated a Bayes Factor for each questionnaire item individually, and then created a combined score that was calculated separately for each participant by adding the scores of the positively worded questions (Qs. 1-6, 10-11) and subtracting the scores of the negatively worded questions (Qs. 7-9; giving a possible range from 13 to 53). We provide a separate Bayes Factor for this combined score (i.e., not a meta-analytic Bayes Factor).
Results

Experimental Task
Our primary focus in Experiment 2 was on overall performance as measured by the total number of objects collected (ghosts in the game-like version; spotted squares in the non-game version) separately for game version (game-like, non-game) and testing location (laboratory, online). As with Experiment 1, we supplement ANOVA analyses with Bayes Factors to provide direct evidence for the null hypothesis (denoted in text with BF H 0 ).
Consistent with the results of Experiment 1, game-like features had no reliable effects on the data (see Table 5 ). There were no reliable differences in the number of objects collected between the game-like and non-game versions, F (1, 123) = .06, p = .80 (BF H 0 = 7.00), or between laboratory and online participants, F (1, 123) = 1.27, p = .26 (BF H 0 = 3.52). The interaction between the two was also not reliable, F (1, 123) = 1.15, p = .29. We also examined whether there were any differences in mean choice latency on each trial. Again, we found no differences between game versions on mean response time, F (1, 123) = .53, p = .47 (BF H 0 = 5.57), or an interaction between game version and testing location, F (1, 123) = .39, p = .53. There was, however, a marginally significant main effect of testing location on response latency, with online participants exhibiting faster responses (M = 209.42ms, SD = 138.34) than laboratory participants (M = 263.52ms, SD = 135.20) according to ANOVA, F (1, 123) = 3.59, p = .06, but this effect would not be considered reliable according to a Bayes Factor (BF H 0 = 1.13).
There were also no differences in task engagement as indirectly measured by the proportion of outliers in the number of total objects collected. We examined outliers in each condition, defined as participants who scored below two standard deviations (pooled across the four conditions) in the number of objects collected. We found that the proportion of participants judged as outliers varied very little between conditions -from a high of 6.8% (in the non-game and online condition) to a low of 5.8% (non-game in lab). Table 4 : The eleven items in the questionnaire given to participants after completing Experiment 2. Answers were provided on a 7 point Likert Scale (1 = lowest; 7 = highest). The bottom entry shows a total score obtained by combining across questionnaire items. For all questionnaire items, and separately for game-like vs. non-game and laboratory vs. online, the two left columns show means (M ) and standard deviations (SD) followed by the Bayes Factor indicating support for the null hypothesis BF H0 . Bayes Factors greater than one support the null hypothesis, and less than one support the alternative hypothesis. * indicates negatively worded questions.
Game-like vs. Non-game Laboratory vs. Online
How easily did you understand the instructions given at the beginning of the task?
4.14 (1.95) 
Questionnaire
In addition to analyzing performance in the experimental task, our secondary focus was to analyze participants' self-reported experiences. This was to investigate whether game-like features (or testing location) influenced participants' subjective experience in the experiment, even though the dependent measures from the experimental task were unchanged. Table 5 shows the total mean scores for the questionnaire in each of the conditions, while Table 4 show Bayes Factors for separate comparisons between the game-like versus non-game and laboratory versus online conditions. Bayes Factors greater than 1 indicate support for the null hypothesis (no difference between conditions).
Unlike the raw data measures from the experiment, there were some reliable differences in questionnaire scores between the game-like and non-game conditions. The game-like version had a greater total score than the non-game condition, indicating a more positive experience. In particular, participants in the game-like version rated the graphics of the experimental task more interesting and had a more enjoyable experience than those in the non-game version. Interestingly, even though the experience in the game-like version was more positive overall, the game-like features do not appear to be sufficiently motivating or interesting enough to reduce the repetitiveness and boredom experienced during the task, as evidenced by scores on the negative items.
Our questionnaire item #2 -self-reported effort applied to the task -provided an alternative approach to examine the criterion validity of our argument that the data do not differ across game versions. Any reasonable hypothesis about performance would state that task effort and task performance are positively associated, which was the case in Experiment 2 (using number of objects collected as the measure of performance), r = .33, t(120) = 3.80, p < .001. If the non-game task produced data of similar quality to the game-like version, then both the amount of effort applied, and the strength of the effort-performance relationship should not differ between these two groups. As seen above (Table 4) , the amount of effort applied did not differ between conditions. Further, we found significant correlations between effort and performance in both the game-like task, r = .34, t(62) = 2.86, p < .01, and in the non-game task, r = .33, t(56) = 2.61, p = .01, and these two correlations were not significantly different: Z = .07, p = .94. This suggests the data from both game versions were of equal quality, and is consistent with the particle filter modeling of Experiment 1 data. In our modeling we found no difference in the effort applied to the task between game-like and non-game conditions (i.e., number of particles), which provides convergent validity for the parameter estimates of the particle filter as well as our interpretation of those parameter estimates.
Compared to game version, there were some reliable differences across testing locations. Again, there was a strong effect on the total score, with laboratory participants reporting a more positive experience of the experiment. There were also many strong effects on individual items. Compared to online participants, those that participated in the laboratory understood task instructions more easily, exerted more effort throughout the task, found the task to be more worthwhile and enjoyable, and were more willing to complete the task again.
General Discussion
A common practice in psychological research is to incorporate features from computer games into standard psychological experiments. The effect of game-like features on data quality is assumed to be positive, because of plausible hypotheses about their effects on underlying cognitions, particularly motivation and attention. However, the effect that gamelike features have on data is almost never tested empirically. We found that, on average, there were no differences in outcome measures (response latency, decision accuracy, points scored) between game-like and non-game versions of statistically identical tasks. We also demonstrated the data from both versions of the choice task were consistent with a single quantitative model whose parameters did not vary between conditions. Furthermore, despite the lack of an effect of game-like features on observed data, the game-like version of a change detection task was subjectively perceived as more interesting and enjoyable than the nongame version.
Game-like features may alter task performance, as Washburn (2003) observed, but evidence from Experiment 1 suggests this is likely the result of a speed-accuracy tradeoff. In keeping with this hypothesis, Green and Bavelier (2006) found that computer game players set a much faster speed-accuracy tradeoff than other participants in a perceptual attention experiment, making much faster responses with very small changes in accuracy. In our Experiment 1 data (left column of Figure 3 ), both game-like and non-game tasks naturally produced large within group variability in the preference for speed or accuracy, but there was no systematic effect of game-like features. It seems that, if an experimenter really wanted to manipulate the speed-accuracy tradeoff, there are simpler and more controlled ways than by utilizing game-like features. For instance, simply asking participants to respond quickly, or respond carefully, usually works well (e.g., Brown & Heathcote, 2005 Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Usher & McClelland, 2001 ).
There are several ways to interpret the null results from our two experiments. It is possible that our game-like features were not sufficiently salient to have any effect. However, the game-like features we introduced in each experiment were typical of those used in psychology experiments, and the implementation details (e.g. graphical, auditory and animation quality) were at least as good as most other examples. Thus, if our game-like features produced no effects on data, it is likely that other standard game-like features will also have no effect. Also, in Experiment 2, we found that the very strong contextual difference between taking part in the experiment online versus in the laboratory made a strong impact on participants' experience (as reported in the questionnaire). Even this very strong effect -which is surely a larger context effect than could ever be induced by changing computer animations and other game-like features -had no reliable effects on data. This speaks against the notion that gaming-up experiments, no matter how well executed, will ever improve data.
Another possibility is that a drawback of our tasks curtailed the potential benefits from game-like features. That is, while the game-like features may have worked to enhance performance, the more complicated stimulus display of the gamed-up task may have simultaneously worsened performance. If these effects were in balance, it could explain our observation of no difference in performance between the versions. This interpretation is possible for Experiment 1, but it seems very unlikely for Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, although the introductory phases of the experiment were very different between the non-game and game-like tasks, the display during the data collection phase was very similar between versions -see Figure 5 . This makes it difficult to see how any putative improvement due to game-like features may have been suppressed by irrelevant task elements. Nevertheless, future research could address this more carefully by using identical visual displays in the non-game and game-like versions.
(a) (b) Figure 5 . Illustrative example of the display in Experiment 2 during test trials for the non-game task (a) and the game-like task (b). In the test phase, the display for the non-game and game-like tasks are almost identical.
Nevertheless, and at a minimum, our results, combined with those of Washburn (2003) , suggest that researchers should not simply assume that adding game-like features to a task confers any benefits on performance. It may be that improved data will only result from computer games when the underlying game play has been altered, as computer programmers suggest, since the fundamental task is often rated as one of the most important components of a game (Wood et al., 2004) . In the present study, and most existing research using game-like tasks, the game play (i.e., the experimental task) is deliberately unaltered, with game-like features added only to superficial aspects.
Alternatively, our null results from experimental data combined with the results of our Experiment 2 questionnaire, could be interpreted as positive news, implying that experiments can be "gamed-up" without worrying that the data will be negatively influenced. Gaming-up an experiment might be viewed as intrinsically worthwhile to the experimenter, or beneficial because it makes the participants' perception of the experiment more positive and enjoyable.
Appendix Particle Filter Details
The general idea of a particle filter is to take a set of P particles, each of which is treated as a sample from the posterior distribution of interest (e.g., they may be "hypotheses" about which of the K choice alternatives is the target). Before any data are observed, these particles are samples from a prior distribution. Each time a new datum is observed, the entire set of P particles is "evolved". This evolution step can take many forms, but usually involves re-sampling the particles according to their likelihood. Conditionally likely particles (those consistent with the datum) have a higher probability of being re-sampled than conditionally unlikely particles (those inconsistent with the datum), which become rarer. If the re-sampling algorithm meets certain conditions, the distribution across particles approximates the full posterior distribution -that is, based on the entire history of observations -even though this history is not explicitly stored.
Different particle filters can be developed to approximate different posterior distributions, by employing likelihood calculations based on particular assumptions about which environmental quantities are known, and which are estimated. We set up a particle filter to model individual participant data from both game versions of Experiment 1, illustrated conceptually in Figure A1 . Each particle is a number from 1, . . . , K corresponding to a belief about which square is the target. At the beginning of a decision, particles are randomly sampled from a uniform prior. An initial set of P = 10 particles for a decision between K = 4 choice alternatives is shown in the top row of the right hand side of Figure A1 . In this example, three particles hypothesize that square 1 is the target (which it actually is), four particles that the target is 2, and so on. In our task, on each time step, a dot either appeared or did not appear in each square, and these are represented by the square "evidence increments" in the shaded rectangle on the left of Figure A1 . The uppermost row of evidence tokens illustrate the first time step: a dot appeared in both of squares 3 and 4, but not in squares 1 or 2. The probability of this pattern of dots across the squares can easily be calculated under each particle's hypothesis, if we assume that target and distractor probability rates are perfectly known. For example, the probability of observing the first time step's outcomes (new dots for squares 3 and 4, no new dots for 1 and 2) is 4.8% if square 1 is really the target, 7.2% if square 4 is the target, and so on. These probabilities are used to re-sample a new set of P particles for the next time step, with replacement. The outcome of this re-sampling is shown by the second row of particles.
After each step, the posterior probability that each square is the target can be estimated by calculating the proportion of particles representing that square, illustrated by the histograms on the far right side of Figure A1 . We assumed that a decision was triggered whenever the largest posterior probability exceeded a criterion threshold c. In our example, if c = .8 the particle filter would incorrectly respond (with square 4) after the fourth time step, since eight out of ten particles represented square 4 at that time. This demonstrates the difficult speed-accuracy tradeoff in the present experiment: responding too early may result in incorrectly selecting a distractor that has by chance accumulated the most evidence thus far in the trial. In the time steps that follow, the true target (square 1) gathers more evidence tokens and hence is conditionally more likely so particles begin to re-sample towards square 1. By varying both the number of particles and decision criterion the particle filter predicts the speed-accuracy tradeoff seen in our data. For a large number of particles, P = 2500, sweeping the decision criterion from c = .3 − 1 naturally produces the negativelyaccelerated upper gray line in each of the scatterplots in the left column of Figure 3 . This P = 2500 line represents an approximate upper bound on performance. That is, people on average did not respond more quickly or accurately than this model.
Simply reducing the number of particles qualitatively changes model predictions. With fewer particles, the model predicts faster responses with lower accuracy. For a P = 200 model and decision criterion swept from c = .5−1, the particle filter predicts an approximate lower bound on performance, whereby most people perform as accurately or as quickly, or better, than this model, depicted by the lower gray lines in the left column of Figure 3 .
To make the model respond as slowly as the human participants we had to scale response time predictions (this is why the upper and lower "bounds" are only approximate). We assume it took participants just under 15 milliseconds to inspect each square in the display, so this means the response time predictions of the particle filter must be multiplied by 1.2 in the Easy conditions, 2.3 in the Medium groups, and 3.1 in the Hard conditions. In other words, the entire set of particles was updated on average every 80, 153, and 207 milliseconds in the Easy, Medium and Hard difficulty levels, respectively. It is this scaling factor that makes the same P = 200 and P = 2500 model predictions differ in the left column of Figure 3 . The majority of data fall between the P = 200 and P = 2500 model predictions shown in Figure 3 , indicating the particle filter provides a good account of the data across both game versions. The particle filter also provides a good fit to the distribution of response times, even though the model was not fit to these data, as shown in Figure A2 . Figure A2 . Fit of the particle filter model to response time distributions. Data from the non-game and game-like conditions are shown as open and filled symbols, respectively. Predictions of the particle filter are shown with gray crosses. Symbols represent, from bottom to top, the 10%, 30%, 50% (i.e., median), 70% and 90% quantiles of the response time distribution.
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